Committee on Civil Law and Procedure

Will meet at: 1:30 PM Date: Monday, May 2, 2011

Location: Committee Room 2

Remarks:

HCR 15 THIBAUT JUDGMENTS/CIVIL Provides relative to the priority of certain mortgages and liens

HCR 28 ABRAMSON PRESCRIPTION Requests the La. State Law Institute to study the contractual tolling of liberative prescriptive periods

HB 69 LIGI MALPRACTICE/MEDICAL Provides investment procedures for the Patient's Compensation Fund

HB 81 CHANDLER CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE Provides with respect to the release of medical records in criminal cases

HB 184 HILL FORESTRY Clarifies relationship between co-owners relative to timber theft

HB 206 CROMER CIVIL/IMMUNITY Provides for a limitation of liability for community service nonprofit organizations designated by city or municipal courts

HB 262 RICHARDSON CIVIL/PROCEDURE Provides relative to executory process

HB 358 GREENE LIABILITY/CIVIL Provides a limitation of liability for school boards entering into joint-use agreements

HB 410 LANDRY SEIZURES/SALES Exempts a seizing creditor or keeper from liability for unpaid taxes

HB 547 BURFORD (TBA) MINERALS Provides for time periods for royalty payments to a mineral lessor (Subject to Rule Suspension)

HB 578 BISHOP CIVIL/IMMUNITY Provides for immunity from liability for homeowners associations
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Timothy G. "Tim" Burns
CHAIRMAN